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Hi everyone. My name is Reuben Kachala and I am from Malawi, Southern Africa. I am the National 

Director for Frontier Missions International in Malawi and founded and led Mission Agency. I'm also an 

Interim Chairman of the newly founded missions association in Malawi, which is called Malawi 

Evangelical Missions Association. 

I want to share with you today some lessons that we have learned so far in Malawi with regards to 

mobilizing the whole country for missions. It is a known fact that those countries that are non-Western 

just like Malawi and many other countries in the global South they were not mobilized for sending 

missionaries. We have always been regarded as mission fields, but we thank God on what He is doing 

today. He is calling all countries from everywhere to send missionaries and take the Gospel to 

everywhere in order for the whole global change to get involved in finishing the task of the Great 

Commission before Jesus comes.  Right now in Malawi, God is in the process of helping Malawians 

change from a mission field into a mission force.  And I want to share with you today the seven practical 

steps that God is taking us into as it turns Malawi from a mission field into a mission force.   

Here is the first statement: Missionary Mobilization Prayer Movements. Missionary Prayer Movements. 

The first step in turning a country from a mission field into a mission force is prayer.  When Jesus speaks 

in the New Testament, Luke Chapter 10 Verse 2. He says the harvest is plentiful but the laborers are few, 

therefore ask.  Ask the Lord of the harvest to send forth laborers to the harvest. He did not say, 

therefore plan, or therefore give, or therefore go. But he says therefore, ask. That tells us that prayer is 

the number one foundational strategy in anything about missions and that includes mobilizing a country 

like Malawi into missions. So over the years we have sparked prayer movements throughout the 

country. And this has helped people to connect to the Great Commission and be able to feel the need 

and the call of God, that Malawi must now rise up and be able to send its own missionaries to the 

nations.  

Secondly, develop contextualized mission mobilization tools. Develop contextualized mission 

mobilization tools. In every education system, people would learn better with tools that are made in the 

same country. Tools that are in their own context. This is also true with the area of missions education 

or mobilization. We have realized that we can indeed copy and paste mobilization tools from other 

countries, but they don't work much, much better. We must create our own contextualized truth of 

mobilization, and that is what we've seen happening in Malawi,and when we use these tools to mobilize 

young people, to mobilize pastors and churches, and church leaders, they are becoming more effective 

and we are seeing Malawi now understanding the call that Malawi should join the global mission force 



in finishing the Great Commission. The third practical step, in turning the whole country to become a 

mission sending force is the training and multiplying of mission mobilizers.  

 

We have realized that every vision needs a trumpet blower. For every vision to be effective we need 

visionaries. We need carriers of that vision. This is the same with the issue of mission mobilization. We 

have realized that one visionary alone is not enough to change the mindset of the whole nation into 

missions.  That's why we have realized that the secret to spread the vision of missions is to multiply 

mobilizers. So far we have seen the multiplication of mobilizers throughout the country. We have 

mission mobilizers. Mobilizers in almost every corner of the nation and because of this, churches are 

now becoming aware.  People are becoming aware. Believers are now realizing that we can't just receive 

the Gospel and sit down. We must, as a whole nation take this Gospel to the nations.   

The fourth practical step in changing a nation from a mission field into a mission force is to develop 

Great Commission churches. Local churches, congregations are the centers of anything spiritual.  You 

talk of discipleship, you talk about leadership development, you talk about revival or any other thing 

that happens in the Board of Christ.  The local church is the center.  This is also true with the vision of 

missions. We have realized that if we mobilize individuals we'll not go far. If we mobilized few people, it 

would not go far. We must target local churches, and this is what is happening. We've seen few 

churches in Malawi now grasping the visional missions becoming sending forces so that they can even 

mobilize their whole denominations to grasp this vision. And this is one of the secrets of turning a 

country into a mission force.   

Number six, we have realized, that we cannot turn the whole country to be mission-minded if we do not 

deliberately develop missional sending schools or programs. Yes, you can mobilize churches. Yes, you 

can preach and talk about missions using mobilization tools, but if there is not deliberate training of 

missionaries, then any other missionary you may send will not last long on the mission field. We have 

discovered that we must train missionaries in our own countries. And we have seen schools of missions 

started developing in our country and this schools of missions are deliberately training those who are 

willing to go to the nations. Another symptom, they're also helping as mobilization forces for churches.  

And when schools happen in a country like Malawi, we believe they will be the best tools. One of the 

best tools to change our country from just receiving missionaries, just receiving the Gospel but also 

sending it to all the nations of the world.  

The other thing that we also have learned so far is that we need our own indigenous mission-sending 

agencies. Mission-sending agencies. Yes, we thank God for mission agencies that have come into Malawi 

from other parts of the world but we have seen a challenge that because mission agencies have come 

from other places, people have had a mindset that a missionary is someone who is born somewhere 

with a different skin, not a Malawian. It has also been discovered that the mission agencies who came 

into Malawi that primarily come into Malawi to evangelize Malawians to make them Christians. Not to 

mobilize them and make them missionaries.  Therefore, there is a need, and it is being made right now 

for Malawi to develop its own mission-sending agencies and this will send Malawian missionaries with 

Malawian support to the nations.   

Lastly, it is also a very good suggestion that a nation forms its own national missions association. Many 

countries that are mission-minded, they've got mission associations, and we've discovered that this is 



very important even in Malawi. We have just formed Malawi Evangelical Mission Association, an 

association of all churches, all mission agencies, all mobilizers, all missionary-training schools so they can 

come together to unite, fellowship, encourage each other and network. Network within Malawi and also 

network with other global networks in order that the Gospel can come from Malawi to go to other 

nations. And so we thank God for what God is doing in Malawi, and we believe this can also help you 

change your country from a mission field into a mission force. God bless you! 

 

 

 


